
Spot a Celebrity Look-alike
Search the restaurant, without staring, for people who look like a famous celebrity or someone who everyone at the table 
would know.

Dare Roulette
Have everyone agree on a dare that the winner has to do. Sample dares: Say a certain phrase to the waiter or talk to unknown 
people at another table for a minute. Determine a number, such as 24. Have everyone at the table hold any number of �ngers 
out, such as 1 �nger or 3 �ngers. Start counting until you reach the 24th �nger. The person whose �nger it is goes out. Start the 
next round. Keep counting until only one person remains: the winner. That is the person who does the dare. 

Who Am I?
One person picks someone to pretend to be. Everyone else asks yes or no questions to �gure out who that person is. The 
winner is the one who guesses correctly. And that person gets to decide who they want to pretend to be while everyone else 
guesses.

Quick Counter
Have everyone put their hands behind their backs and choose a certain amount of �ngers to put up. Have everyone put their 
hands on the table at the same time. The person that adds the total amount of �ngers �rst is the winner. (This game works with 
little ones too.)
 
 

I Spy
Find an object in the restaurant and tell the other players the color. For example: “I spy something green.”  Everyone takes a
turn guessing. The winner is the �rst one to call out the object.

Pick One
Take a small piece of paper, crumple it up and put it in one of your �sts. Have the kids guess which hand the paper is in. Then let 
them have a turn and you guess which of their hands the paper is in. (This is one for little kids.)

Draw This
Draw the shape to the left. Ask your kids to draw the picture without lifting their pens o� of the paper or going over the same 
line twice. Bring 3x5 cards and pens/crayons for this game.

Telephone Pictionary
The �rst person draws a picture of something on a card without anyone seeing it. Then Player 1 shows the person next to them 
for a second. Player 2 then draws what they think the image is supposed to be. When they are done, they show their drawing to 
Player 3 for a second and so on. When the last person is done drawing, the �rst person reveals the object it was supposed to be.
Bring 3x5 cards and pens/crayons for this game.
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Games with Older Kids:

Games with younger Kids:


